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Remembering JORBA Friends:

Greetings from the Editor
As we unveil a new format for The Dirt newsletter I
wanted to first take the opportunity to personally
acknowledge and thank Ken Seebeck for the
outstanding (and tireless) work he‟s done to create and
develop “The Dirt” newsletter, and also for leaving such
big shoes (which I won’t attempt to fill, thank you…) As
you may know, Ken serves in the US Coast Guard, and
is currently at sea on an extended duty. I am both
honored and pleased to be picking up the duties of
Editor from Ken. THANK YOU, Ken for your continued
service to this country, and for your dedication to
JORBA and the newsletter. Safe travels and a speedy
return home to your family and friends.

A Tribute to a Dear Friend Brian Hahl (1959 – 2009)
by Karen Workman

The “New” Dirt…
The first thing you may have noticed about the new
look is that it has a more traditional, tabloid style.
There‟s a reason for this: We want to use common
software tools (like MS Office) to produce this
newsletter, to streamline its production and to provide a
common format for contributing writers. I hope you find
the new format straightforward and easy to follow.
Our mission is simple: To provide JORBA news and
anything related to off-road cycling that is worth
New Dirt – Continued on Page 2

If you have ever had the pleasure of meeting Brian
Hahl you will know that he was quite a tall man.
Although being 6‟7” is quite a duly noted characteristic,
this is one of the smaller aspects of Brian that were
incredibly remarkable. Everything about Brian was
Brian – Continued on Page 5
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Bob Beccarelli of Middletown, NJ, sadly passed away
on March 13, 2009. Months later, this man who has
earned a reputation for being compassionate, warm,
and giving, remains deeply missed.
Bob – Continued on Page 6
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reading. To do this I will need to rely on you, the
JORBA members to help provide content worth
reading, Keep providing material, whether photos,
videos, trail reports, or even your latest literary works
relating to cycling. We need that to keep this
newsletter going. I plan to stick mostly to the basics of
the newsletter, but will begin to branch out in a few
new directions. I am open to new ideas, so I‟d really
like to hear from you. Tell me what you like and don‟t
like about the newsletter. I can‟t guarantee I‟ll use
every idea, but you have my guarantee that I‟ll listen,
consider it, and most of all very much appreciate it.
So let‟s have some fun!
Bob Birmingham (aka MontclairBobbyB)

Director’s Cut –
from the Executive Director
DC: JORBA General Update
Goodbye Spring, hello Monsoon Season
For the first time in memories, this summer has been a
string of non-stop rain and thunderstorms. Not only
has this been an emotional strain on our riding season,
it‟s been a strain on the trails. Just as a break in mud
season came upon us and trail firmed up briefly, the
monsoon rain began in June and July and never let up.
This resulted in many parks experiencing trail widening
issues as riders attempt to ride around ruts and mud
puddles. We‟d like to take this opportunity to ask you
to:
Ride through mud, not around it. This greatly
decreases the amount of trail widening that occurs
when users attempt to avoid wet spots.
Make wise ride choices (before riding) by
consulting the Trail Conditions Page on
JORBA.org
Maybe you haven‟t heard but the Bike Fest (brought to
you by Cyclecraft, Cycle Works, Marty‟s and Bicycle
Pro) is returning to Waterloo Concert field! As of this
writing, the bike fest committee has met several times
and they are busy organizing sponsors, the schedule,
nd
collecting schwag and in general making the “2
Annual” Bike Fest a reality. If you are interested in
being a sponsor, being a volunteer or just coming out
for a ride that day, go to http://bikefest.jorba.org for
updated details and contact information.
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Director’s Cut - continued
One of the missions of JORBA is to introduce new
riders to the sport. It‟s super easy for many of us
who have ridden for many years to get out and ride
that local trail with our regular crew. However, for
some people it‟s much more intimidating to get on the
bike, get over that log and to navigate that rocky
stretch of trail. JORBA chapters have been running
beginner skills clinics for many years now, and that
will continue in 2009. Please keep an eye on the
JORBA calendar for an event near you. If you‟d like
to see a clinic near you, shoot us a note at
development@jorba.org and we‟ll see what we can
organize for you.
What else is happening this year? Trail Work of
course! If you are interested in volunteering at your
local park whether due to a sense of karma, a need
for Pay Dirt race points, or to get your name into the
bike raffle hat (more on that below), please go to
JORBA.org and scan the calendar for a trail work
opportunity. We have something going on every
weekend around the state (usually more than one) so
there‟s no excuse for not making it out to dig some
trail and clip some face slappers. Pick a date now,
as long in advance as you need to and pencil it in (or
set an Outlook reminder) and we‟ll see you on trail.
You‟ll be happy that you did (because every time you
ride a trail “you built”… you will smile).
Trading logs for skills features? JORBA‟s
Washington Valley Park chapter recently got a
surprise when the Somerset County maintenance
staff cleared the park of all logs on trail in the park.
Although this came as a shock and a disappointment,
we believe this could be the beginning of new and
better things to come: JORBA recently submitted a
risk management/site plan to Somerset County Parks
and in place of the natural log piles, some skills
features have been built in the park just within the
past few weeks. These “skills features” are low
consequence, but require high skill to “clean”. If you
do not clean the feature, the feature is designed to be
ridden another day, without injury (or lawsuits). This
is an exciting enhancement for the park.
Elsewhere in Somerset County, the rocky jewel of
South-Central NJ, the Sourlands Preserve, had a
new trail “Three Amigos” built that added some much
needed connectability and some single track mileage
to the park. The park, which already features the
incredible Boulderama formation, now has some new
technical single track for our intermediate and
advanced riders. A season in the making, Jeff
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“mtbDawgJeff” Drobits envisioned the plan, proposed it to
the Head Ranger, and made it a reality. Central Jersey,
please thank Jeff for his hard work if you see him
spinning around out there (he‟s the guy on the Turner
with the blindingly bright homemade headlamps!).
We are blessed by capable smart folks like Jeff, but in
case you‟re wondering, JORBA is always looking for
more folks to get involved at all levels (some of this is ontrail, others are more business side tasks). We have a
new page on the website, accessible from the Volunteer
menu, which lists our “Wish List” for new volunteers.
Please check it out and if you feel so inclined, do contact
us! We will find a place for you.

DC: Pay Dirt
Speaking of… last year‟s Pay Dirt system got a big shot
in the arm by introduction of the Pay Dirt Raffle. Cycle
Craft awarded a randomly selected Pay Dirt volunteer a
new Cannondale Scalpel. In fact, I see the winner riding
in Jungle Habitat his new bike so I can attest that the bike
is being well-used! The volunteer with the most trail work
hours, Steve Filippone (who maintains Stephen‟s State
Park with our Allamuchy crew) was awarded a Fuji Panic
Pro mountain bike by the Bicycle Hub of Marlboro. The
trend continues and Cycle Craft and Bicycle Hub will
return as sponsors of the Pay Dirt program and will once
again be awarding mountain bikes in 2009. In addition,
we‟re in the process of securing more sponsors for the
program in ‟09 and we hope to be able to secure many
smaller items so that more folks can partake in the
winnings! If you are a potential sponsor of the Pay Dirt
program, please contact us at paydirt@jorba.org.

DC: Political Outreach at Work
This past March, JORBA sent several delegates to
Washington D.C. to attend the National Bike Summit,
hosted by the League of American Bicyclists and IMBA.
The delegates (Patty Woodworth of Action Wheels, Kevin
Stout of SMART, and Marty Epstein of Marty‟s Reliable
Cycle) all had their plates full of agenda items such as
pressing for Complete Streets agenda, lobbying for the
renewal of RTP (which looks promising), as well as Bike
Parks seminars and coaching on partnering with the
National Park Service to allow more mountain biking in
National Parks while avoiding Wilderness designations
where mountain biking is currently popular. JORBA
wishes to thank our sponsors who made the summit a
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reality: Action Bicycle, Advanced Sports (Fuji, Kestrel,
etc), Bicycle Hub of Marlboro, Finish Line, National
Bicycle Dealers Association, and Tifosi Sports. In
addition, thank you to the volunteer delegates who took
time off from their day-jobs to lobby for bicycle-related
issues for all of NJ and the nation.

DC: PTBA Conference Report
In addition to the summit, Bob Workman of Allamuchy
attended the Pro Trail Builders Association Annual
Conference in Asheville NC in April. The PTBA
conference features all aspects of trail building, from
IMBA-style sustainable trails training using hand tools
all the way to mechanized trail building using the
SWECO and Ditch Witch. JORBA paid Bob‟s
admission fee (thank you members for your support,
which paid for Bob‟s attendance) for JORBA‟s Ditch
Witch trail building machine. As you may remember,
JORBA purchased the Ditch Witch SK-50 in 2008 with
Recreational Trail Program grant money and we‟re
eager to put her to use. Bob‟s comments on the
training reflect how helpful it is to get proper training
from the outset:
“It is like giving someone a Rubik‟s Cube and expecting
them to solve it in 5 minutes. It takes time to really get a
feel for the equipment and what it can do and how to
make it do it, but you can do a lot with a machine once
you really know how to use it.”

I would like to thank Bob for taking a week off of work
and attending the PTBA summit. Based on Bob‟s
write-up (which can be found in the Events & Meetings
section of this issue) I believe JORBA should be
attending this event annually.

park to JORBA‟s coverage: Round Valley Recreation
Area. Bob Adase who originally started the Somerset
County Chapter (left in the very capable hands of Mr.
Mills and Mr. Drobits) has built a good relationship
with the RVRA superintendent and the park is thrilled
to have JORBA return to maintain the Cushetunk trail.
We are looking forward to fixing some problems on
the trail and Bob has some creative ideas to improve
the RV network in general. Look for good things to
come in 2009-2010. If you are a RV rider and you
wish to assist, please contact Bob at
roundvalley@jorba.org.
In addition to the new Round Valley Chapter, we have
spun off the Wharton Trail Crew from the Jersey
Action Riders so that Kurt Widmaier and the Wharton
crew can focus solely on completing the massive trail
project down in the Pines of Wharton State Forest
(NJ‟s largest forest and probably one of the largest
trail networks in the state). Kurt is a passionate and
unstoppable force in the pines and JORBA welcomes
Kurt, Air Newman and the rest of the crew on board.
Wilkommen!
Finally, last but not least, JORBA welcomes the new
officers elected in January 2009: Frank Harms, former
Vice President, was elected President; Nelson
Maldonado, long time ride leader and great
ambassador to the sport, was elected Vice President;
Mick Tormey the tireless SMART lead was co-elected
to Treasurer (with Pay Dirt Administrator, Kevin Stout
as his trusted second). Finally, our resident Pixy,
Ellen White, returns as Secretary. These folks are
tireless and fight for your access to trails in NJ every
day. Please thank them if you see them on the trail…
it‟s a wonder we all find the time to ride!
Happy Trails,

DC: New Chapters and Officers
Lock the doors and windows; the Mutant Bike
Movement is coming to your town! New Dirt editor Bob
“Montclair Bobby B” Birmingham is on board and he
will be bringing you tales of wit from the Mutant Bike
World, which features stories from his daily commute
to work on his stable of mutant “beasts”. *Mutant
bikes” are both road-capable and dirt capable, but they
are NOT of the hybrid world, they‟re from the… mutant
world. Please do enjoy this new content in this issue of
the Dirt.

Jeff Mergler
Executive Director

Speaking of new involvement, we have added a new
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Brian - continued
larger than life…including his loving, generous heart
which unfortunately quit on him while he was riding his
beloved bicycle on July 9, 2009. Brian possessed a
selfless sense of generosity and channeled his love of
helping people into cycling. In July, Brian was to have
ridden in his 20th Lehigh Valley Multiple Sclerosis
Milestones Ride, and in August, he would have ridden
in his fourth Pennsylvania Perimeter Ride Against
Cancer in honor of his father and others who have felt
the effects of cancer. This year, teammates from both
of these charity events rode in honor of Brian and his
presence was truly missed.
Of course, someone who is willing to spend hours on
his bicycle in support of others indeed likes to ride, and
Brian‟s love for cycling was another huge component
that made Brian, well, Brian. Like many off-road
cycling enthusiasts Brian had the pleasure of riding his
bicycle all over the country, and I and other members
of the Chain Gang Mountain Bike Club were fortunate
to have had the opportunity to share these experiences
with Brian. Reflecting on these various trips has fueled
my strength in dealing with the loss of Brian. I feel I can
celebrate the fact that he had the opportunity to do
something he loved in many beautiful places amongst
friends he treasured. I have many great memories of
Brian; one in particular was on a trip to Colorado where
Brian was the only rider on the trails of Crested Butte
whose head was visible above the height of the
wildflowers. While all of us were disappeared in the
high purple and yellow flowers, the profile of Brian‟s
helmet would skim along the tops of the flowers as he
flowed along the singletrack, (yet another advantage of
being so tall).
Often when I ride I find myself concerned with my
overall speed and distance, wanting to ride as fast as
possible and cover a designated distance in a specific
amount of time. The beauty of riding with Brian was
that he had the ability to enjoy what was around him
without any pre-designated time or speed agenda. He
had an uncanny ability to just go out and “smell the
roses” during a ride. One of Brian‟s favorite places to
absorb his surroundings was Moab, Utah. Out of all of
the many places he had ridden throughout his life
including Crested Butte, Downieville, Kingdom Trails,
Fruita and many others, Brian enjoyed Moab the most.
He even spoke of retiring there someday. Brian craved
everything about Moab, right down to the tourist
oriented town loaded with Kokapelli‟s. Moab is what
sparked his passion for his Pinzgauer. One year when
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a group of us went to Moab we had hired a shuttle to
take us to the Slick Rock trail head from town. The
vehicle that showed up was a lime green Unimog,
driven by a local hippie era, old-school mountain biker.
He decided to take us on a side trip on the way up to
the trail head and drove off-road onto what I would call
a secret, mini version of the slick rock trail. It was
hilarious to hear male friends of mine scream like girls
as the Unimog climbed a massive rock shaped like a
tremendous basketball. Once we were in a position on
the rock that felt like almost vertical, the driver stopped
and let us hang there, giving us the sensation that the
giant Unimog was about to do an endo. Most people
aboard were not very comfortable with this, where
Brian on the other hand was grinning from ear to ear.
It was that moment that infused his passion to one day
own a Unimog. He used to walk around chanting
“mog, mog, mog, mog”. I am happy to say that years
later Brian became the proud owner of a smaller Swiss
version of the Unimog, a six wheeled military transport
vehicle called a Pinzgauer.

Brian's Pinzgauer
Brian would travel to Moab every other year during
spring break from his beloved teaching job of 28 years
as a science teacher. He would round up his friends
to join him on a trip to ride trails he had ridden many
times before, yet each time he would experience
Porcupine Rim and every other trail in Moab it was as if
it was his first time visiting. The thrill of being there
never diminished. He would admire the river and the
way it winds through the towering red sandstone walls,
he would appreciate every minute detail of the
landscape around him. I specifically remember him
stopping one time to admire a huge ant hill (what do
you expect from a science teacher). Perhaps Brian
liked Moab so much because such a larger than life
place made him feel small (laugh out loud). One year
Brian made a tribute to his Father (who had passed on)
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
JORBA is New Jersey‟s IMBA affiliated organization
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Brian - continued

Bob - continued

by hanging a secret memento in a tree that was tucked
away at the top of Porcupine Rim. In the spring of 2010,
Brian‟s family and friends will travel to Moab to unite him
with the place he adored the most as they spread his
ashes in an awe inspiring environment that indeed
provoked Brian‟s larger than life laugh, smile, curiosity,
passion for fun and singing voice (did I mention that Brian
loved to sing while he was riding, especially the climbs)?

A good friend and mentor to many, Bob became
well-known in Monmouth County Park System
(MCPS). In 2002 when he retired from a corporate
career, his volunteering began with MCPS. His
leadership style, interpersonal skills, and abilities
rapidly led him to become a crew leader and
instructor. In these roles Bob helped update the
training program for new volunteers, and
participated in trail maintenance sessions and
beach clean ups. Additionally, Bob became highly
involved with SPUR, Special People United to Ride,
Monmouth County„s therapeutic horseback riding
program for individuals with physical and mental
disabilities. Through SPUR, he not only assisted
individuals on horseback, but he also helped with
special events, summer camps, and raffles. In
2003, after just one year of involvement with the
park system, Bob was named volunteer of the year.
In 2005 he became an active member of Friends in
the Park, a non-profit charitable organization
comprised of locals supporting MCPS. Recently,
Bob accumulated over 2000 hours of volunteer
work, being amongst only a few honored for
achieving this accomplishment. Bob had a busy
schedule, yet he found time to help those in need to
an admirable extent.

Brian riding his favorite trail - Porcupine Rim
Trail, Moab, UT

Descending Alpe d'Huez (France)
The 2009 24 Hours of Allamuchy Mountain Bike Race
wasn‟t the same without him, nor will it ever be again.
We will miss his Pinzgauer parked alongside the course,
we will miss the gold alien he used to strap to his
camelback, we will miss his passion for anything
associated with hot dogs, we will miss his booming
laughter and his larger than life smile; yes we will miss a
lot about Brian, far too many things to mention. This year
friends rode on a corporate team and as solo riders in
honor and in memory of Brian, and as usual Brian‟s silver
disco ball hung above the course as it has year after
year. But this year it sparkled throughout the night even
brighter than ever, as a tribute to a dear friend who will be
sorely missed but never, ever, ever forgotten.

We love you Brian!!!!!
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Bob sharing the gift of empowerment
During the last 8 years, Bob built not only trails, but
he built lasting relationships and friendships.
Although these relationships have changed and
Bob will be greatly missed, those who had the
opportunity to know Bob will remain forever grateful,
remembering his many great qualities, and the
difference he made in the lives of many and as a
volunteer with MCPS. Bob will remain with us
in spirit and in our hearts on the trails.
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Featured Trail
The Three Amigos / Sourland Mountain Preserve
By Bob Birmingham and Jeff Drobits

Never have I been as excited to participate in a
JORBA-Somerset County Park trail-building effort as I
was in helping to build a brand new trail at Sourland
Mountain Preserve this past March. Sourland JORBA
Lead Jeff Drobits led a crew of at least 2 dozen
volunteers in building this trail, which he, I and fellow
“amigo” Phil Mehl helped to conceive (and have
unabashedly nicknamed “The Three Amigos”). The
trail meanders up the rocky wooded slopes of Sourland
from the Roaring Rocks section to the wooded plateau
high above the park entrance on East Mountain Road
in Hillsborough.

Here‟s a brief biker‟s eye video excerpt of The Three
Amigos, as seen by Amigo Jeff Drobits. Enjoy!
http://vimeo.com/6021278
Getting to Sourland / Three Amigos:
Sourland Mountain Preserve is located on East
Mountain Road in Hillsborough, NJ. You can reach
The Three Amigos either by travelling up the gas
pipeline trail or via Roaring Rocks. The most direct
(but steeper) route is by way of the gas pipeline trail,
(which is several hundred yards to the left of the
parking lot). Follow the trail to height of land (approx 1
mile) and as the trail finally levels out, the trailhead is
roughly 100 yards past the chain link fence (marking
the former park boundary), on the left.
Reaching Three Amigos from Roaring Rocks is a bit
trickier, and you may need to refer to a map of
Sourland Preserve to find Roaring Rocks (which is
located along the Southern-most trail loop in the park.
(Note: The printed map of the park may not yet show
the new trail; however the map displayed in the park
kiosk does.)
The loop skirts the Roaring Brook as it reaches its
most Southerly point. From there, a trail continues
Westerly through a chain link fence (same one as the
Gas Line Trail, but further South) up to a rock cairn,
where the trail splits. Bear left, follow a few hundred
yards further up the trail until you‟ll see a narrow trail
(clearly blazed with red Somerset County Park trail
markers) veering up to the left (almost like a chute).

Sourland - Choose your skill level...and always
bring your “A” game



If Sourland has been dubbed “technical” in the past,
The Three Amigos certainly does a fine job of both
dispelling and upholding this reputation. The trail is
virtually 100% rideable for most intermediate/advanced
riders, and yet there are numerous technical “bonus
lines” and hucks throughout, making Three Amigos
challenging and interesting even for advanced
freeriders. Like most of the trails at Sourland, Three
Amigos is not well-suited for beginners, so be
forewarned. It is a beautiful trail to ride OR to hike, so
please do come visit Sourland Mountain Preserve, and
check out the Three Amigos Trail either by bike or by
foot, along with the other beautiful and challenging
trails this unique preserve has to offer.
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Spotlight – JORBA Volunteers
Mike Confenti – Allaire
Marc Perez - Allamuchy
For the month of July, JORBA recognizes Mike
Confenti from Allaire as Volunteer of the Month. This
gentleman jumped into the scene a few years ago with
a thirst for knowledge, a great attitude, and the
willingness to spread the word of trail riding and
advocacy. Mike can be found at every Allaire TM
session and has also helped out at 6 mile and
Monmouth County. Mike also attends every Allaire
group ride and is always quick to invite the Beginner to
join in the fun. Thanks Mike for all of your support and
hard work!!!!

For August JORBA would like to recognize Marc Perez
for his efforts at Allamuchy! Marc has been in the North
Jersey bike scene for many years. He has gotten more
involved in the advocacy over the past year by
participating in both the monthly and weekly trail
maintenance sessions in Allamuchy. In addition to this
Marc has jumped in and helped out with the JORBA
Bike Festival as our swag master!
Thanks Marc for getting dirty with us and all your
efforts to make the upcoming JORBA Bike Festival a
success!!!

Marc and the Allamuchy crew showing off their
superior trail-armoring skills

Mike Confenti at Allaire (Hey, is that Tiger Woods
in the background?)
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Remember to Remember
The Wally Tunison Story – Part 2
Written by Ken Seebeck, edited by Bob Birmingham
(Continued from previous issue of The Dirt)

Meanwhile General hired a little-known BMX racer to
race for them at the national level. This kid was getting
tired of BMX racing and wanted to branch out into the
growing mountain bike scene. So General decided to
promote a combo BMX/MTB race, which they dubbed
the „Formula Series‟ specifically for this rider. The race
course was designed to be set up in parking lots with
tight turns, jumps and features very similar to
supermoto. BTW the kid‟s name was Tinker Juarez.
My early days on the team would lead to a long
standing relationship that drew Tinker, the McCormick
brothers, John Tomac, National Cyclocross Champion
Paul Curly and many other national pros to Allaire for
the annual race.

Wally (right) with Mongoose racer “Farmer” John Tomac
Hmm… is there a “Fat Chance” that’s a real Mongoose?

(Editor’s Note: For Part 2 I have asked Wally to
continue the story in the form of an interview)
Dirt: We understand you had an influence on the
former General Company (that manufactured mopeds,
and subsequently transformed into General Bicycle
Company)...How exactly did you get involved with
General?
WT: News at the Peddler had arrived that General
Corporation, a local company that built mopeds, was
looking to break in to the bicycle business. By then
moped laws had begun to change, requiring riders to
be licensed, and seemingly overnight the moped
business was dying. I was invited to the CEO‟s house
in Deal, NJ for a cookout, and over a steak dinner we
formed the General Race Team. I was hired on as the
sport class local racer and bike tester for General.
By this time I had purchased Ducky‟s Fat Chance bike
to race, and had retired my Jamis. Wanting to start off
on the right foot with General, I made a bold choice to
peel the Fat Chance stickers off and display General
stickers (Sorry, Chris Chance…). Many pro riders of
the day actually followed suit with their sponsors. Early
pictures of John Tomac clearly show that his
Mongoose race bike is really a Fat Chance.
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Young and rising star Tinker Juarez, Team General
(Yeah, that’s right…)
Dirt: Why did you decide to leave The Peddler, and
was the split amicable?
WT: I realized that it was important for me to move
forward. I believe people who are not proactively
choosing to move forward are by definition stagnant,
and therefore run the risk of remaining stagnant for
their entire lives. I regard stagnancy like a virus, and
therefore felt at the point where I needed to make my
own choice; move forward, or stagnate.
I started the Bicycle Hub with my oldest racing buddy,
Jeff Rosenberg. We were standing around a keg at a
weekend motorcycle picnic, when I made the pitch to
him: “Hey, want to open a shop?” “Sure”, was his
casual, almost automatic reply. But when he called me
the following Monday and asked: “Hey, were you
actually serious?”, I had to pause for a moment and
said “You know, I‟m not really sure… Give me a few
weeks”.
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Wally - continued
(This obviously was a huge step, and I wanted to think
it over very carefully before making such a tremendous
leap. I really would have liked to get Ducky‟s advice,
but naturally I was hesitant to even bring up the idea
for fear of hurting our relationship.) I realized I would
need to reach this decision on my own.
A few weeks later I was in Colorado on a motorcycle
trip. Standing on the top of a ridge facing the crisp blue
Colorado day, I gazed across the valley and heard the
screech of a raptor, possibly a bald eagle. I suddenly
had a revelation and knew right then and there,
inspired by the sheer independence and selfdetermination of this majestic bird that I was too was
ready for my own independence and selfdetermination. My mind was made up.
And yes, the split (as it turned out) was most amicable.
Ducky was a big help with the launch of the Bicycle
Hub, and out of respect for our relationship I spent
months looking for a location that would not compete
directly with the Peddler.
st

Jeff and I signed a lease on March 1, 1994. Our 1
customer was a woman who saw a helmet marked
$29.99. She said „That‟s too high, I can get it for 10
bucks at Jamesway.” Jeff and I looked at each other in
frozen fear. We came to later discover that Jamesway
was going out of business and that everything was
selling at rock bottom prices. Regardless the incident
left us both humbled, and it presented us with one of
our first of (many) critical decisions: You can either
give up, or you can go to work. So we chose to go to
work.
Dirt: Wally, in addition to bringing the big named pro
riders to New Jersey and promoting the Allaire races
for 20 years, you have also dedicated much of your life
to advocacy. How did you become such a strong and
persistent advocate?
WT: When user conflicts threatened to close the multi
use trails in Allaire State Park, I suddenly felt
compelled to act on behalf of all users of the Allaire
trails. I formed the Allaire Trail User‟s Group (ATUG),
bringing together Mountain Bikers, Equestrians, Hikers
and Trail Runners to speak as a unified voice to the
park staff. Shortly thereafter we performed our first
volunteer trail maintenance session at the park,
providing a much needed and welcome service.
Perhaps most important we were able to demonstrate
to the park officials that the diverse user groups were
willing and capable of working together as a team. The
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
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formation of ATUG also energized a new generation of
trail advocates, including Frank Harms. We all know
Frank as a passionate cycling advocate for JORBA
(across all of New Jersey), but his start came at the
grass-root level, and Frank still remains fiercely
dedicated to ATUG and to the stewardship of Allaire.
The park has since remained open for multi-use and
has flourished as a result. ATUG today stands as a
model JORBA Chapter and a testament to the power
of unity among trail users.
Dirt: Long before ATUG was adopted as a JORBA
Chapter, you helped to start the NJ Cycling
Conservation Club (NJCCC), which was to later
become a influencing factor in the formation of JORBA.
Can you tell us a bit of the history behind this?
WT: I remember the idea originating in my van during
the drive home from a really good mountain bike ride.
My friend Gretchen Tupy and I were discussing New
Jersey‟s need for an organized statewide effort to
conserve cycling. Land use issues were beginning to
heat up and we realized „If we don't take some kind of
proactive step soon, we run a great risk of people
automatically characterizing mountain bikes as an
intrusion into the parks and forests.‟ Thus the first „preJORBA‟ statewide organization was conceived in my
van and launched soon after. Sarah Frost would later
found JORBA after being exposed to NJCCC. She had
a conversation with me, making it clear that while
NJCCC was a good start so much more needed to be
done. Sarah really took the ball and ran with it. I am
very proud of what she has done.
Dirt: You‟ve got quite an impressive list of
accomplishments as an advocate in New Jersey and
around the country. In fact, I‟d say it‟s downright
astonishing. Would you mind reading through this list?
WT: This is not an easy question to respond to without
sounding like I‟m in the business of recognition.
Please realize I never put my desire for recognition
above the cause. The cause has always been more
important than being known for the cause. The
plagues and certificates that I display in the store are
only to legitimize the volunteer effort, and to show that
the shop is behind the cause. But OK, if this can help
to others to understand the scope of our cause, and to
appreciate and remember what it took to get us to
where JORBA is today, OK…

P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Wally - continued
I was President and Founder of the New Jersey
Cycling Conservation Club
I Co-founded Monmouth Heritage Trail, Inc., a
public advocacy group established to provide ongoing public support for The Henry Hudson Trail.
I was a past State Representative for the
International Mountain Bicycle Association (IMBA)
I officiated race activities with the National Off
Road Bicycle Association (NORBA)
National Commissar with the Federation
Internationale du Amateur Cyclisma (FIAC)
Representative for mountain biking interests on the
New Jersey Trails Council
Representative, NJ Trails Council, NJ DEP
Division of Parks and Forestry
Member NJORV (off-road vehicle) Sub-Committee
under the New Jersey Trails Council
I participated in a Corridor Study for the MidAtlantic States as commissioned by the National
Parks and Conservation Association

budget. That means 5-10 of the state‟s parks closing
full or part time. In addition, 225 state parks workers
and ranger stand a chance of losing their jobs. NOW
IS THE TIME to approach your local state park and get
their attention! They are now desperately in need of
volunteers.” …”they will be more inclined to listen to
your needs as a mountain biker if you are there to help
them.”
“The great mountain bike debate continues. While New
Jersey currently has a law on the books that prohibits
mountain bikes from all hiking trails in state parks and
forest, the question of just what is a hiking trail remains
unanswered.” …”as a result of a meeting between
(Wally) Tunison and Frank Giudotti, and assistant
director of Parks and Forests, the state has agreed to
let mountain bikes use multi-use areas.”…”The state
has decided to go forward with a plan to establish
mountain bike patrols in one park in each region of the
state. „Great‟, said Tunison, „can we give you some
bikes?‟ „Of course‟, said the state.”

In-service Instructor for mountain bicycling to the
NJ DEP, Division of Parks and Forestry Mountain
Bicycle Mounted Ranger Patrol program
Past Bicycle Test Editor for the east coast monthly
publication "Trail Rider Magazine"
Past regular column contributor to the magazine
"Dirt Rag"
…and speaking of IMBA, I believe in what IMBA is
doing, and am proud to be a lifetime member. In fact,
Tim Blumenthal (who was the Executive Director of
IMBA from 1993 to 2004) sent me a nice note back in
1997 (which I have saved over the years), thanking me
for my advocacy work. This is a clearly a long-haul
commitment. Our work isn‟t finished by any stretch of
imagination.
Dirt: THANK YOU, Wally for ALL the work that you‟ve
done on behalf of mountain biking, and for the work
that you continue to do today.
________________________________________
And In case anyone is unclear why it‟s so important to
“remember to remember”, I‟d like to read the following
quotes…
st

“FLASH… As of July 1 , the New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection‟s Division of Parks and
Forestry will receive a 12.3 million dollar cut in their
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IMBA Acknowledgement from Tim Blumenthal
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The above quotes were actually taken from Dirt Rag
magazine back in 1991 ! When you read them do they
not sound like current day New Jersey issues?
Remember to remember indeed...



By the way, former IMBA Executive Director Tim
Blumenthal now heads a bicycling advocacy group
called “Bikes Belong”. He and other industry leaders
met with (candidate) Barack Obama last year, at which
time Obama promised (if elected) to increase funding
for cycling projects. (Thanks, Mr. President… we’ll
hold you to your promise).

nd

2

Annual Bike Festival needs you!

Mark your calendars! The second annual Bike Fest is
coming up on Saturday, September 12th, at the
Waterloo Village Concert Field in Stanhope. We are
looking for volunteer help with events, registrations,
etc. If you can possibly assist, please contact the crew
and we‟ll happily add your name to the roster. We
would like to limit everyone to a two hour shift so we
can all get in on the fun!
Ride leaders wanted!
Do you ride Allamuchy, Stephens or Deer Park and
know the trails well? Can you lead or sweep a
responsible, social, non-drop group ride at the NJ Bike
Fest? If so, contact us and mention that you'd like to
participate in a ride at the fest. Please indicate your
level of familiarity with the park (or parks) you'd be
willing to lead a ride in. What do you get for this?
A warm dose of good bike karma, a cool volunteer tshirt and a wookie hug. ;)
If you are interested in assisting please contact the fest
committee at festvolunteer@jorba.org .

Tim Blumenthal, 5th from left

Upcoming Events, Meetings
& Miscellaneous Dirt
It‟s hard to believe that August is over and Labor Day
is already here. I hope you‟ve all had as much fun as I
have riding New Jersey‟s great trails. Many thanks to
all of the volunteers who have spent countless hours
repairing rain damage and creating new trails.
Congratulations to the Washington Valley Park crew
on the addition of their first Technical Trail Feature.
This progressive, yet beginner-friendly feature should
definitely challenge most riders, and will surely be on
everyone‟s “must ride” list.
And don‟t forget – these summer storms can drop a
tremendous amount of rain in a short period of time.
Luckily, we can rely on our constantly-updated
Conditions Page to keep us informed on the ride-ability
of any of our parks.
http://www2.jorba.org/index.php?title=Trail_Conditions
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible
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Food Drive at the Fest!
New for this year‟s Fest - JORBA will be collecting
non-perishable groceries for the Food Bank of New
Jersey. Help us feed those less fortunate in these very
difficult economic times. We will have a collection
site for items such as:
Canned Meats – chicken, beef stew, hearty soups
Canned Fish – tuna, salmon, sardines
Chili, Macaroni & Cheese
Peanut Butter – in plastic jars
Canned Vegetables – all kinds
Canned Fruits – all kinds
Canned Soups – especially those with meat or
beans
Canned Spaghetti Sauce
Boxes of enriched pasta, rice, oatmeal and
breakfast cereals
No glass containers or cellophane bags please!

P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Events, Meetings, Misc. - continued
JORBA Needs You!

2009 PTBA Trail Builders Conference

JORBA is in constant need of volunteers at every level.
Work, household chores, family responsibilities, social
obligations – it‟s hard enough to fit in a ride, let alone
find time for building trails. However, if you are unable
to make it to monthly trail maintenance, there are lots
of other options for giving back to the sport we love.
Fortunately, many of them don‟t involve traveling any
farther than your computer. Here are some of
the skills we are in search of:

Asheville, North Carolina

Newsletter: Our super-informative, witty, somewhat
regular newsletter. We need your help gathering
content, generating ideas and creating articles for “The
Dirt”. Ultimately we would like to recruit a committee of
3 or more people.
Legal Counsel: Are you a NJ attorney with a little bit
of free time? If so, we could use your help with some
legal issues related to the Recreational Use Statute,
waiver reviews, etc. You can tackle one question for
us, or as many as your schedule permits. For the most
part we are in need of research and legal advice, not
the dog work of filing paperwork.
Grants Research and Writing: We need people to
keep on top of Grant sources by scanning the internet
for Grant opportunities for bicycle or trail related
projects. Our main source of Grant money is the RTP
program, but we do need additional grant sources for
bike park projects, trail marking, equipment, etc.
If you are interested in volunteering, please email us
at: development@jorba.org
Organized Weekly Rides
Here are some groups you might be interested in
joining - go to www.jorba.org for more info:
Monday nights you can join Marty‟s Reliable for an
Advanced Level tour of Split Rock in Rockaway.
Tuesdays, Marty‟s brings you an Intermediate/
Advanced ride through the trails of Allamuchy /
Stephens parks.
JORBA / ATUG holds weekly Tuesday Beginner
rides at Allaire.
Wednesdays you can join Team Town Cycle for
some fun at Jungle Habitat.
Wednesdays also bring an Intermediate ride to
Lewis Morris with the Marty‟s crew.
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http://www.trailbuilders.org/conference/ptba_conf.html
(Editor’s Note: Earlier this year Allamuchy Chapter
Lead Bob Workman attended the PBTA meeting on
behalf of JORBA and submitted the following report):
The Professional Trail Builders Association (PTRA)
decided to move its annual Trailbuilders Conference
from its traditional location – Reno Nevada, to
Asheville North Carolina this year. Approximately 250
people attended the Conference; this included
professional Trailbuilders, land managers and
advocates. The Conference consisted of both
workshops (40 different sessions) and a trade show.
In a word, this was a fantastic event!
Where to start…in addition to the workshops and the
trade show the best part of the Conference were the
people. Folks that many of us have met before were
there, including Jason, Collins and Kelly from the IMBA
TCC; Rich Edwards from IMBA Trail Solutions; and
Dave and Chip from Delaware (White Clay trail
builders). Plus there were people from New England
to California and Canada present. And this did not
only include mountain bikers, met some great
equestrians from Ohio, and Kentucky as well. It was
really good to be able to talk to trail users and builders
from different parts of the country and get a feel for
what is going on and how they address issues that are
both common to all of us and also some that are
unique to their areas. Great stuff!!!
Workshops…I have added the schedule to the
document list on the JORBA site if anyone is interested
in seeing all the courses, including brief descriptions of
each. Courses I was able to attend included:
Youth and Conservation Corps Opportunities: this
was very informative and the Corps may prove to
be a resource we choose to investigate for larger
projects.
Delight vs. Drudgery in Trail Design: this was
presented by a trailbuilder from California and
focused on average trail grade. His premise was
by keeping trail grades to an average grade of 5 to
7 % most trail users had a more enjoyable
experience and the trials were more sustainable.
Leave No Child Indoors: Making Trails Interesting
for Kids: this was put on by Woody Keen (Trail
Dynamics - http://traildynamics.homestead.com/,
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Events, Meetings, Misc - continued
and President of the PTBA). This took off of the
book of the same title and presented ideas for
making trials more enjoyable and appropriate for
kids. This included everything from smaller
benches, to scaled down skills features. Overall a
great presentation.
Trail Maintenance 101: again by Woody Keen.
Always good to hear someone else's take on the
basics. Good basic information similar to what
IMBA presents in their classes.
Road To Trail Conversions: again by Woody. This
was a great presentation on how to convert those
old fire/carriage roads into trails. Great examples
of work that can be done. Basically, narrow down
the corridor; use the side trail areas to make it
interesting and watching overall grade. Some
examples in DuPont Forest you would not believe
were once roads.
Pocket Bike Parks: Ben Blitch put this one on
(http://www.benblitch.blogspot.com/). This
focused on the development of small skills area
and pump tracks that any community could
construct in relatively small area. The best part of
this presentation was the field trip to a local pump
track. About 25 people came out to session the
pump track in someone‟s side yard that was open
to the public! Lots-o-fun!!!
Trail Spice – Enhancing the Mountain Bike
Experience: this was presented by Ed Sutton, NJ
native and partner in Trial Dynamics. This was all
about flow and basic features that make trails fun.
Ed is also a rider and has a great eye for flow.
Included not only public trails but also work done
at resorts. All with an eye towards sustainability.
Current Trends in Public Bicycle Recreation
Programs: this was put on by Judd DeVall, who is
a former IMBA Trail Solution staffer and now on
his own. This session ended up focusing more on
resort bike park design and construction. Not so
applicable to what we currently do, but still
informative.
Building TTF‟s for Mountain Bike Trails: Presented
by Dewayne Burrati (http://www.talontrails.com/).
This went over the basics of TTFs. Was a little
lacking in technical information (as were most to
the discussions). Seems targeted more to land
managers that were new to the idea.
The last workshop I attended was held over three
days, Introduction to Mechanized Trail Building. This
was put on by the staff of Trail Dynamics in DuPont
Forrest. Ed Sutton and his folks did a great job on this
one. There were approximately 20 people in the class.
It started with a day in quarry to play with equipment.
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
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Wow, what great toys!!! They have six pieces of
equipment: Ditch witch SK 500 and 650, two mini
excavators, a tracked skid steer, and a SWECO. The
day was spent going over each machine and its
capabilities, a brief demo of each and then we broke
into groups to use each one. Los of fun! The second
and third days were actually spent building trail. We
broke up into groups of 3 to 4 and picked a machine to
focus on. I stuck with the Ditch witch since that is what
we have. I go to work with Valerie, another NJ native
that work for Trial Dynamics. She was a great
instructor and let everyone get plenty of machine time.
So what did I learn from this. Well you can do a lot
with a machine once you really know how to use it. It
is like giving someone a rubics cube and expecting
them to solve it in 5 minutes. It can be done but it
takes time to really get a fee for the equipment and
what it can do and how to make it do it. Off the bat,
the Ditch witch will be helpful in completing
maintenance tasks, like putting in knicks, grade
reversals, and heavy rock moving. What requires the
time behind the machine is bench cutting and trail
finish. This is where it is also going to come down to
the material we are working with. Obviously tight rock
single track will still be built mostly by hand. But when
there are more open sections of trail that need to be
constructed, the machine will make thing so much
better. And you do not have to end up with a 4-foot
wide trail in the end. You can build 18-inch wide trails
with the machine!!!



Events, Meetings, Misc. - continued
Trail Maintenance
Please support our chapters as we work to maintain
our access at parks throughout the state. With your
help we were able to log over 5200 volunteer hours in
2008 and we are setting our sights even higher for
2009.
Here are the trail maintenance dates for the month of
September. Start times and other detailed information
are available on www.jorba.org.
9-5 Mahlon Dickerson
9-19 Lewis Morris, Mercer County Park
9-20 Allaire, Allamuchy, Wawayanda
9-26 Round Valley
If you are busy on the weekends here are some week
night sessions that may be easier on your schedule:
“I dig Tuesdays” at Jungle Habitat (weekly)
“Wednesday Rocks” at Allamuchy (weekly)

P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Events, Meetings, Misc. - continued
Finally, JORBA continues to grow and we need your
continued support more than ever. You dig? We do!
If you have any questions or comments please feel
free to contact me at allaire@jorba.org and please
pass this e-mail on to your friends and ridingbuddies.
Sincerely,
Frank Harms, JORBA President

JORBA Sponsors
We would like to acknowledge and thank our sponsors
for their continued support of JORBA and its mission:
Level A – Title Sponsor ($1000)
Cycle Craft – Parsippany and Long Valley, NJ
Cycleworks – Route 206 Stanhope, NJ
Marty‟s Reliable – Morristown, Randolph and
Hackettstown, NJ
Bicycle Pro – Bordentown, NJ
Level B – Big Ring ($500)
Subaru of Mt. Olive/Saturn of Denville,
Livingston and Mt. Olive
Action Bicycle
Montclair Bikery
Waste Management
Level C – Fat Tire Friend ($250)
Bicycle Hub of Marlboro
Princeton Tec
Level D – Cool Shop ($100)
Town Cycle, West Milford, NJ
2009 National Bike Summit Sponsors
Action Bicycle
Fuji Bikes
Finish Line
Tifosi Sales
Other Supporters
Tool Lines
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Clean Fill – Rants, Raves &
Other Contributions

thank God for chromoly frames, hydraulic brakes and
tubeless tires…)
My goal here is equally simple: To enlighten as many
people as possible towards gradually introducing new
facets of cycling into their lives , which I am convinced
is quite achievable and will bring great and lasting joy
(if not financial hardship).

The LifePsycling Rant
(by MontclairBobbyB)
First, what is this “LifePsycling” nonsense?
I originally wanted to write about commuting by bike
(since my commute is such a nice ride, and I wanted to
share it with others). But frankly I fear the barrage of
hate email, caustic forum spew and accusations of
selfish gloating, particularly from those held captive by
their daily hour-plus commute. (I feel your pain friends,
but fear your wrath). Besides, something greater has
been gnawing at me for the past 2 years of my life.
Some call it a mid-life crisis; I prefer to simply call it a
“turning-50 lifestyle revelation”. I couldn‟t quite place
my finger on exactly what it was until a recent (and
rare) moment of clarity brought me to a new
realization.
You see, it‟s all so very simple. Gary Fisher owns one
of my favorite quotes of all time, where he lists a bunch
of reasons to ride bikes, but ends it with the most
profound and wonderful line: “LIFE is BETTER, when
you RIDE BIKES”… Throughout history scores of
great people like Susan B Anthony and Albert Einstein
have extolled the wonders of the bicycle in famous
quotes. But it‟s Fisher‟s seven words that clothes-lined
me right out my saddle. His is perhaps the most
insightful, simple, yet brilliant declaration ever made
about bicycling, and so I have adopted it as one of my
core beliefs (along with a few of Steve Martin’s quotes,
including: “I believe in eight of the ten commandments;
and I believe in going to church every Sunday unless
there’s a game on”).
Therefore, having been „gifted‟ with this new
„enlightenment‟, I will devote this writing (and future
rants, if JORBA invites me back) to the notion that life
IS better when you ride bikes, and therefore to raise
one‟s level of happiness, one must endeavor to make
biking a central part of one‟s life. (This may disappoint
my parents, who raised 7 boys and 3 girls to make
God THE central part of our lives, but I think God and
cycling go perfectly well together. When I ride I often
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“LifePsycling” is just a bastardized word that I made
up to mean “striving towards achieving a higher level of
„psyclo-bliss‟” (another bastardized term that probably
has meaning only to me)…. Whether it‟s riding,
building, repairing, discussing, or simply loving bikes,
that‟s what it‟s really about… and whether you‟re
willing to believe that the road to true happiness can be
travelled by bike. I sure believe it.
You‟re probably wondering: “Who is this guy?”, “Who
cares what he thinks?”, and “Why the ranting?” First
I‟ll address the easy one… The ranting is a side-effect
of two factors: First, being raised in a family of 10 kids
and 2 parents with a great sense of humor, honesty
and spirituality, and second, having the attention span
of a child at Disney World. Fortunately there are
medicines to help the latter, and I hope I can finish this
intro before my medication wears off.
And who am I? To my friends and family I‟m known as
Bobby B, BB or just Bob Birmingham. I love to ride,
just like you. I‟m no different than you, nor do I possess
any special insight, other than my own life experiences
and a (perhaps heightened) sense of humor. In
addition I have recently begun to discover a new level
of happiness in my life through things related to
biking…. I know I‟m not alone... I have seen the
symptoms in others who are also afflicted. Whether
it‟s from riding bikes, building, repairing or restoring
them, buying and selling them on eBay, talking about
them, volunteering for trail maintenance and getting
involved with JORBA, blogging about them, or just
being around them … Anything (and virtually
everything I do with bikes) seems to bring me great
joy… and I can‟t figure out exactly why, although I think
I‟m beginning to understand.
It‟s not as if my life has been devoid of meaning or
good fortune, either. I‟ve been riding bikes for 45
years, mountain bikes for almost 25 years. I have
been blessed with an awesome wife and kids, a great
family, a great career, great friends, a wonderful home,
LOTS of bikes and an awesome dog who sticks with
me on mountain bike rides. But even with all these
wonderful things, mid-life can also bring with it sideeffects like the cumulative stress of responsibility,
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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disdain for the routine, boredom and the typical selfdoubt and introspection including “Why am I here, and
what is my higher purpose in life?” I‟ve thankfully
come to realize that my bottom line is simple: True
happiness comes to me not from material wealth or
notoriety, but from the simpler joys of everyday life.
This means appreciating everything I already have and
doing more of what brings me true joy EVERY DAY.
Bikes (alone) won‟t bring me happiness without the
other far more important things; but somehow adding
this one simple ingredient seems to balance me, it
gives me time to think, and helps me to appreciate
everything I already have, in a very fulfilling way.
Finally, why should you care what I think?
1. Because I‟m just like you; no different… and like
you, I wish I could ride my bike every day, but
can‟t. (But somehow I almost feel like I DO ride
every day, at least in my psyche.)
2. I know I can convince at least a few of you to make
biking a more central part of your busy life. (And
I’m confident it WILL bring you greater happiness).
3. I speak a simple truth. We all ride bikes. And
when we ride, all our worries (if but only for a
moment) simply disappear, and for that moment all
in the world is perfect. I think many of you know
what I‟m talking about. And I‟ve also discovered
that I can get that similar feeling just being around
bikes… Just spending an evening working on
bikes in my garage, or spending a Saturday
morning doing trail work brings me great joy. And
one of my absolute favorite things to do is to lace
up a wheel at my kitchen table, and watch
American Idol with my family (it’s my version of
knitting or crocheting). For me the key to
improving happiness comes down to a simple
formula: LIFE AND FAMILY + MORE BIKE =
MORE HAPPINESS.
If you believe at least 2 of the above, then please stay
tuned for future rants, including recounts of The
Equinox Ride, The Mutant Century, and Skylands Epic
rides. (And don’t even think about “intervention”…my
friends have all tried and failed.) Thanks for listening…
I thought it was important to explain who I am and
where I‟m coming from… Hopefully from here on
things will make better sense (or at least provide you
with greater “Psycloclarity”)
Peace,
BB
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Mud in Your Eye – Parting Shot(s)
Moving Mountains
How does one begin to even consider the crazy idea of
attempting to move a boulder that weights several
hundred pounds?
Well…as demonstrated by Jim Gardner and crew at a
recent Allamuchy Trail Maintenance session, all it takes is
a set of drag chains and a few strong backs. (Please
don’t attempt this at home…)

Impressive stone work marks the Blue Trail reroute at Allamuchy – Definitely built to last!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------
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